EZFORMS for Restaurant Operations
Create
Create ‘simple’ forms right from
-

your mobile device that can be

Gain greater insight into your
operations and enforce brand

executed on your smart device

standards

or the web. Want to create
-

more ‘complex’ forms? We

Improve compliance, safety and
risk management standards

have you covered there as well
-

with our easy-to-use online

Drive real-time analytics to make
better and more informed decisions

form builder that allows you to
build the forms the way you

-

Increase profit by reducing safety,
compliance and risk management

want.

situations that arise

Share

-

Increase transparency of daily
procedures and operations to
improve quality assurance

Create private and public forms
to collect data, collect payments

-

and automate workflows

Unlimited audits and line checks for
regulatory compliance

important to you.

Analyze
Real-time data analyses
and reporting. Uncover and
action on the trends that
matter to your business.
Create reports the way you
want and the frequency you
need to improve processes.

EZFORMS is a digital document and data
management platform that automates
business processes by eliminating pen and
paper workflows. We simplify data collection
so you can interact seamlessly with
customer and employees. The EZFORMS
vision is the reinvention of core operational

“EZFORMS has provided us with an
application that gives us the flexibility
to control, collect, and analyze many
of our key day-to-day operational
metrics throughout our stores across
the country in a matter of minutes
instead of hours or days”.

and administrative functions to support our
customers in building more efficient and
innovative businesses in any market.

VICE PRESIDENT OF INFORMATION AND
TECHNOLOGY AT DAVE & BUSTERS, INC.

EZFORMS is the market-leading solution for
organizations needing to create online or mobile
first forms for field data collection. The EZFORMS
platform improves accountability, increases
transparency and optimizes operational analytics
across your organization.

SUPPORT
Support available 24/7 at:
support@ezforms.com

Anytime/Anywhere

EZFORMS works wherever
your job may take you. We
architected the solution to work

Product Features

in both offline and online
environments so that your data
is collected and stored until you

-

Easy-to-use online form builder for every
business

get a Wi-Fi or cellular
connection.

-

Build mobile-first forms right from your
mobile device

Industries

-

Create forms, collect data and payments,
automate your workflows

Our solution is ideal for

-

‘Teams’ allows you to create locations or
groups of users to create, share and
execute forms

-

Create assignable ‘Tasks’, track their status,
reassign them and follow their progress to
completion

-

Add a level of validation to any question by
requiring photos and notes

-

Integrated Bluetooth thermometer for
restaurant owners and operators

-

Form scoring and corrective action to
provide immediate feedback to the field

industries and users of all

SERVICES
AVAILABLE

Professional Services
Implementation Services

types. Want to create a
payment form? Are you a
company wanting to collect
critical operational data?
Then we have you covered.

F or more information on any

of our products or services
please visit us at:
www.ezforms.com

2108 Dallas Parkway,
Suite 214-206
Plano, Texas 75093
Phone 214.238.4466

